
HERE……Getting It Out of the Way 

INTRO 

"Let me get this out of your way..." is a mediation performed for two people who already love each 
other. They face each other across a small table, each wearing headsets. They are both connected 
and disconnected by what they are hearing. All the while, the artist / narrator puts things in front of 
them and takes things away, tending the narrative and the listeners like a waitress, or like Fate. 
 
"Let me get this out of your way..." is a 15 - 20 minute performance. You must come with a partner 
(friend, lover, family member) whom you know and love. 

 (G. Ferrandi - https://www.facebook.com/events/1496313593925593/) 
 
 

 

 
 

I.   Sitting at table amid a narrative hum.  No one speaks. 

  

https://www.facebook.com/events/1496313593925593/


 

----HERE---- 

Compelled to not look at her, as if some internal voice commands - "look out for danger, avoid 

pain: desire."  He believes he loves her.  He remembers.  She is his familiar. 

She thinks of her father.  All the lines laid down.  The world divided.  In a light-filled room that 

cannot tell.  How once she was a "little bird", but has she ever flown? 

The rose on the table - it twitches and coils, absorbing fluids and air - now white, now green, 

mellifluous and gentle, like unseen growth, he thinks.  They seek to breathe in time with it, as if 

the invited hush and begin of the moment offers them a breath of its own. 

Failing to relax, he wonders what readies to occur.  Their menu is not chosen, seems preselected, 

as if their context was determined.  A circumstance, a situation and its 

surround.  Objects moving into place, settling down, assembled, and removed.  And voices in 

their heads.  Her and  Him.  Whatever they each contain, plus all this.  Aperitif and 

setting - each course enervating a next - everything an intended tandem with nothing really in 

command.  They are here.  Woven together by accidents and hungers, languages of gestured 

bones.  Through their losses they have gained.  Bound together, bled, healing some, and tearing 

off again. 

She has given up her hand.  He gazes at her sternum, her breast, the crooked angle of her 

arm.  She winces.  He feigns.  There is a wanting in him to just be there.  To be there and be 

joined.  This realizes the table. 



And amid the narrative hum they each will hear, table becomes universe, a distance and a world - 

composed of tangled nests and borders. 

His hands shift to his thighs, to  tabletop, a crumpled napkin.  Things slide back and forth 

between them, appear then disappear, and she realizes that others have been there/here(?) all 

along - intervening, interfering, intruding and extruding - becoming with them.  The other's hand 

catches his eye as it secures a box, a text,  every thing a platform. 

She's forgotten where she is, her thoughts are winding and erratic - the way a taxi 

might race along its route.  Where did we pick up?  And where are we now going?  Who is 

offering what?  And how? 

No one is watching from above.  There is them and a billion other objects, sometimes subjects, 

sometimes only agents moving molecules around.  If there were a Watcher (within them or 

without) it might trace the interactions of points A to be and compose some orchestration based 

on such a complex web.  They are trying this. 

So very many instruments are playing in their silence - the atomic surround and variable 

temperature, the oddly controlled illumination, the openings and closures, additions and 

removes.  The dancing body of the waitress in her motions and emotions interacting in "their" 

space.  Her - raising her hand, and he - reading it.  And everything holding open. 

 

LET ME GET THIS OUT OF YOUR WAY 

  



----HERE---- 

 

There were things, and other things.  Me, and other me’s.  I moved around them.  They dodged 

and maneuvered themselves, mostly avoiding collisions.   

 

Sometimes I crumpled or collapsed.  Sometimes I was just resting. 

 

Say I entered a room, or sat at a table.  Sometimes I didn’t even realize the table until someone 

else sat near, and then the table was a shield or a margin or a “place.”  A place to be, be held, 

contained, become.  Or connective tissue. 

 

Like when she sat on the other side.  Then the table was touching anywhere I might wish to.  

Anywhere at all.  She’d get up for the restroom and her thigh, right where the skirt ended would 

brush the table’s edge, and the table traced what I desired, pressed it’s thumbs in her, was in her 

way without offense.  Or she’d lean forward dynamically expressing herself and her midsection, 

now flush against - in fact, depending on the table for constraint and support – would ripple back 

and forth, impressed and caressed by the wooden inches.   

 

Others were there too.  Glasses, napkins, portions of food in their colors and scents.  Wait staff 

darting, supplying, removing.  Interrupting and intruding, even sometimes instigating in their 



choices of querying, sentences of commissioned care.  “Are you finished here?” they might say, 

hands slithering in between us, gliding through the growth of condiment bottles and barely 

breakable settings.  “Let me get this out of your way,” she said, as her own lithe lengthy limb 

passed near my cheek, my nose, my eyeballs… reaching around or across me like an invitation to 

dance. 

 

So there was, in fact, so much between us.  The center pole with it’s four splaying metal feet, 

tripping up any subtle exploration.  A three-foot-square hard and solid surface sporting an entire 

army of miniature towers and craters, variegated textures and undergrowth keeping separate the 

grazers.  Beverage sweat, weapon-like utensils, what seemed like arbitrary human invasions – 

something like what zoo animals must feel:  Arms in – nourishment.  Arms away – hunger and 

absence. 

 

What I felt, anyway.  How to wriggle with normalcy the ever-changing and obstacled terrain that 

kept my fingers from naturally stumbling into and becoming entwined in the ditched vines of her 

own?  How for the knees to straddle and remain upright, not desperate, not reaching.   

 

You were still there, now amidst a whole congregation.  We were far from alone at our two-

topped reservation – as if across a divided highway -  

 

  



 

----HERE---- 

What happens gets fuzzy.  You said…but that’s not what I heard.  Not remotely.  Here, let me 

get this out of your way, let’s clear the air between us, find a way. 

There are edges, slopes and planes.  A thousand things conspire and bring you here, to come, 

with me, with you, with this, that and the other things…HERE – hear that word – what does it 

seem to you?  Being.  Here.  Now? 

Is here the same here for all of us?  Room with four walls, a relative darkness, bright light and 

many shadows?  Many verbs in other languages contain an equivalent of the English prefix co-, 

we’re all in this together, our movements are measured, there’s context, and none of it’s the 

same. 

Look at us.  Aimed in opposite directions so very much of the time.  I, face to you, you facing 

me.  Without which where between?  How to meet? 

Even side by each, your angle’s different.  A zillion dots connecting us, and separate.  We -

atomic.  Gradient.  Granular.  At variance, incremental and astounding, depending on the scale 

and its measure, ever changing, changing with every change – volatile and variant – unsettling, 

unsettled. 



I think I know you, but the particles swerve. 

Where is this exchange? 

The chessboard and the candles – these objects almost tricky.  Ever-so-sticky, somehow vague.  

We place ourselves, we scan, we observe, distance and join…from opposite angles.  Hoping to 

meet what we thought we met. 

But it’s changing, won’t stay still.  What might you see that I don’t?  Tell me – what is your 

story?  Who and when, how and why – now? 

I cannot face me.  That is literal. 

Only you and you and you and it.  I depend on you to face me: table, tunnel, object, chair.  There 

are things – so many – of infinite lives – even when I listen.  Even as I look.  Even as I quiet and 

attend. 

You are my husband, my daughter, my friend, foe and other, my wounding and my comfort, so 

much of you escaping – so much of that…”me.” 

Everything in flux.  Exactly how we find it. 

  



 

----HERE---- 

What she said was: “Everything provides its truth.” 

Between point A and point B – as the crow flies, the bee trails, the taxi drives – it’s the shortest 

route, the longest meaning, is epic poetry – is complexity con-fusing. 

We lean and waver.  All lined up and wired. 

The world of ten thousand things and we among them.  Without which we are not among. 

In other words.  We are making some meanings with texts, interpreted loosely.  Presently.  

Uniquely.  Again. 

Simple objects, twisted and torqued by perceptions and fingers…to represent..to matter.  So 

many thises and thats – placed, removed, re-placed.  Again.  We too.  In the mix.  Among. 



I am here.  I was there.  I will be.  And you too.  And in between with everything, the all else that 

makes us else – what threads together.  What keeps distinct. 

In other words. 

My skin and breath and thoughts are made of matter.  My feelings.  Matter.  But always in an 

exchanging relation – all never-static.  Therefore.  (Exactly – “there-for”). 

What is it, am I, are you, is it – there for? 

Connect and divide, join and separate, merge and distinguish – again, decide, again. 

The cage that contains keeps us together. 

And here we are, with everything, and always in exchange. 

It matters. 

And we, mattering. 

 

LET’S GET THAT OUT OF THE WAY 

  



 

----HERE---- 

Placed just so.  Then rearranged.  First one and then another.  Then it will be different.  A table 

with two chairs – a study,  meal or date, interrogation.  Intimate light, foreign hands, almost 

silent sounds. 

They move, they vibe.  And there is color – shirt, flesh, ceiling, / wall, cloth and water.  We 

speak of tone.  Eyes.  No one hears their thoughts, that’s how it happens.  Node A, Node B, - a 

strange traversal of childhood to now, a bumbled map, a monkey’s scribble. 

We doodle and we vibe.  It changes.  Never one thing then another, always something is implied, 

inferred.  Always more than one.  As if there were a music to things if we only stopped to 

breathe them. 

First one thing, then another – a webby winding disorder marked by patterns – what we tune to 

as it moves, as it vibes. 

As if the eyes were rolodex, encyclopedia, reference desks – some concordance to a narrative 

hum – continuously moving and vibing in a surround.  Perhaps we seek or scan it.  Perhaps we 

don’t – captured in some otherwise by woman, table, flower; /  man, sister, son; /  lover, friend, 

or locked in backgrounds of air and surface, sounds and chambers. 

Who knows where we are?  There’s this and this and this, and somehow we become… in midst.  

Become a that.  Set off apart by all the other – the shapes and persons, motion – and there we – 

knotting  in-between, between, always in between – it moves, it vibes, it trembles. 



And what if the light were to change?  Affecting color, brightness, the dullness of sound.  Eyes.  

What if one moved to the other’s side – would things take on a similar?  If this were there 

instead.  Or here?  Some mystery indicates that wherever it is will be exactly that…will be here.  

Here moves and vibes. 

As do we, apparently steady in our places, attached to bodies in their spots, tending our own 

stories – yet not so – for then this happens, and then that, and then this moves that, and this word, 

and that – each moment juggling subjects with objects, / particles, waves. 

Perhaps we are here.  Perhaps we are here because (and only because) of all the “else”.  And the 

moving and vibing and thus we are, it is, what we call alive, here, now, always and always. 

Where are you? 

LET ME GET THAT OUT OF YOUR WAY 

  



 

----HERE---- 

Imagining you, I use what I am given.  I operate within my means, utilizing resources, what 

other choice do I have?  I use language - you change its meaning.  I incorporate your bodies but 

you conduct and direct them.  I place table, chair, share story, offer symbols and supply – you 

alter them all. 

Insufferable creatures – why not cooperate, why not stay in place?  Where do you go when you 

think?  Why does it end in act, even when you choose to try not to?  How should I  make, create, 

craft to belong and arrange when you insist on swerving, shifting, meaning and revision? 

My hopes for you, for us – a script, a chance, some happy plan, and you refuse to join, to accord, 

instead implying presence – ever acting and occurrence.  Unsteady, unpredictable – you are wily, 

out of my control. 

I mark you.  And not only you, and you and I, but more keeps moving, keeps shaking – 

maladaptive and misaligned.  Out of my control.  What are we constructing in this moving 

together with things,  these continuous, quiet, near-narrative hums?  The objects and their 

detours, exigencies, coercive thrusts and trusts. 

The mercy of our surroundings.  The stories we’re suggested.  None of us completely our own – 

without – all of this a collaborative editing – ubiquitous as ether, as weather, commingling an 

event we have come to call “life.” 



Project becomes immersion – a responsibility and a drowning.  Wriggling space and time, 

quivering when silent and still, fervently seeking new relocations.  Making figures of feelings 

and thoughts and cutting, clipping and pasting editions.  We are composing and composed. 

LET ME GET THAT OUT OF YOUR WAY 

  



 

----HERE---- 

We love, we reach, with little idea how – my dear, my friend, my partner, my child – my 

significant.  We love, and it depends. 

We are with, we are other, distinct as table, as liquid, as bridge and overlap.  As shoes on our 

feet.  Our borders seem clear and impassable, even when approached through touch – what 

senses, what receives. 

I touch a solid surface, I am me.  A piece around you turns, you perceive, you attend.  You are 

you (again).  I hear, I see, I say.  You sway, you look down, at, and away.  Part me, part thee.  

How distinguish?  We reach, but cannot feel in the absence of you – object, person, thing.  I 

listen but cannot hear without the surrounding not-me sea.  You say but would not sound, think 

but without content. 

We are arranged for.  We are here because of else.  Sounds mean this way.  Motions announce 

because world enables movement, because participation is self-same stuff with puppy, sky, 

marshmallow. 

How can we be separate and distinguished – a you there, and I here, with all this awful, beautiful 

distance lying between – that secures our connection without breach!?  What was our story?  

What will it be?  I occurring here, and you seemingly there, wedded by gestures and secrets, by 

land and by sea, by breath and blood and atom. 

The oxygen in our names. 



This enormous playing field in which we never leave the board.  We in relation to I in relation to 

you in relation to cup, yard, rainfall, in relation to… 

…those threads that never end… 

LET’S GET THAT OUT OF THE WAY! 

  



 

----HERE---- 

If we were two, would we find our way?  If only two: a this in relation to that?  Or a you, a me.  

Where would we be without others?  Or the spaces full between – our boundaries?  What marks 

us? 

So one is impossible. 

One would be, could only be, Nowhere. 

Now HERE – are there really only…we two?  Is it possible?  Without the others and clinging to 

ourselves?  (tables, chairs and flooring, sidewalk, lawn and air, candles, lights and absence?) 

Never only two. 

Always more than one. 

If two (there is) plus “background” plus “process” “movement” “matter” – in other words in 

“moments” (a here and now, a space and time) (indivisible other of motility, happening, 

occurrence). 

Points to Me You Other Interaction = NOT we-two but the perceptibility. 

In order “to be” there must always be more than the smallest number. 

So…if we are two…we are more… 



 

The stories go both ways (and more than both) of them.  There was the memory of her dance, 

and the memory of the dancing.  Inside/outside, action and reflection, behavior…and the ‘feeling 

of what happens.’   

What began as nostalgic recall, empathy for a narrative overheard, listened to, well, it became.  It 

became what was happening HERE, now, in the listening, looking, and memory of listening and 

looking, an anxious hyper-awareness, a wishful longing for the two of us. 

The pelican moved next to her.  Across from a cut-out moon, streak of night sky preserving 

propriety.  Set off by snow.  Things growing, or trying to. 

He opens the box of secrets.  Some of us cry.  A pale blue and clumsy gun is held.  The shores of 

the Red Sea.  These things can happen.  She, dancing, but not here.  Not now. 

HERE is only a room, hesitantly agreed-upon, populated by her, him, something moving quietly, 

someone stirring the air with objects, someone showing up in lights. 

What happens here does not come from here, or only partially, maybe hardly.  And yet it is 

HERE.  As are we.  As is whatever else… 

LET’S GET THAT OUT OF THE WAY 

  



 
----HERE---- 

 

No matter how you combine us, we’re strange assemblies.  Biology and personhood, mind and 

matter, reason and emotion, parent and child, the mated and the mate - it never turns out the 

same.  Our divisions don’t add up, our sum’s always more than the parts.   

 

I at my here, and you over there.  With “indecipherable” where we meet.  If we are infinitely 

divisible, and fail to arrive replete – it would seem there is no point.  Edgeless, extensive, 

limiting.  Organism and object, subject and subjective, somehow form and a quivering motion… 

elements alchemical, always in transition, translation, becoming…INformed.  –ing.   

 

Shaped like so, but never quite.  Amounting to this, but only almost.  Approximate.  Significant 

but not specifiable.  Not definitive.  We - indefinite substantials.  Of a content, but not contained.  

Describable but not circumscribed. Rather IN-scribing.   

 

Perhaps most accurately active.  Appending the –ing.  Not talk, but talkING, never dance, we are 

dancING.  No couple sans couplING.  A parent apparently only when parentING.  Singer 

singING, creator creatING.  We meet at the meetING, while storyING, sensING and 

perceivING.   

 



Not shaped but shapING, engagING, con-versING.  We are co-mun-i-cat-ing.  Boundaries – 

such as they are (IF they are) – are traversed and commingled.  Edges (should we have any) – 

‘fuzzy concepts’ at best.  Between me and thee – what?  Where?  Whom?  How?  Why?  I cannot 

tell, for I am stuck tellING.  PretendING, inventING, form-u-latING.  Re-lat-ING.  Always late.  

Always already again. 

 

Hello then.  Somewhere in (what we call) HERE, we take shape, occupyING space created in 

conjunction with another – by occurrING, encounterING, existING.   

 

I and thou.  Here and now.  Hello, and welcome.  Now we are here, and again (not) again, here.  

It could be exhaustING.  It is being, living, comING to be… 

 

Hello, and welcome.  We ARE HERE for a NOW that is HAPPEN-ING. 

 

  



 
----HERE---- 

 

We are assembled and undone.  Reassembling to come apart again.  Each moment redraws the 

lines.  I breathe in: you are there.  I breathe out, I am not.   

 

We are.  You, squid floating up out of depths, I on my fiery march uphill, toward the meeting-

space, a cradle, a merger of sorts. 

 

If. 

 

If you will hear me, and see.  If you will “feel” it, this clamber.  If I catch hold, undulate, 

reciprocate your rising and falls.  Float down, I swerve, swim up, I reach. 

 

We are doing different things, here, together.  Both immersed in whatever we are, and 

swimming… both directed, and selecting.  A billion things to choose from (x10), and then some, 

but there ARE markers, thresholds and placeholders – these voices, these walls, these objects and 

sounds – all that is between us, is around…. 

 

I am climbing, you float, 

or sink, while I fall… 

 

LET’S GET THIS THE FUCK OUT OF OUR WAY 

  



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 


